
From: Joyce Dillard <dillardjoyce@yahoo.com> 
To: Barbara Greaves <barbara.greaves@lacity.org>, Patrice Lattimore <patrice ... 
CC: "James O'Sullivan" <jamesos@aol.com>, Joan Luchs <president@hillsidefede ... 
Date: 11/25/2008 4:39PM 
Subject: Fw: Comments on PLUM Meeting 11/18/2008 Agenda Item 2, CPC 2008-1182-ZC, 

--=-?Council File 08-2599 Northeast Los Angeles Hillsides Work Program 

We do not find this posting on the Council File, as other letters and emails have been. 

Why the inconsistency? 

Joyce Dillard 

---On Tue, 11/18/08, Joyce Dillard <dillardjoyce@yahoo.com> wrote: 

From: Joyce Dillard <dillardjoyce@yahoo.com> 
Subject Comments on PLUM Meeting 11/18/2008 Agenda Item 2, CPC 2008-1182-ZC, Council File 
08-2599 Northeast Los Angeles Hillsides Work Program 
To: "Barbara Greaves" <barbara.greaves@lacity.org>, "Patrice Lattimore" <patrice.lattimore@lacity.org> 
Date: Tuesday, November 18, 2008, 1 :02 PM 

Nowhere in this work program do you disclose the covenants on property. This area encompasses the 
original suburb of Los Angeles and nothing has been addressed in this arena. No restrictions have been 
added to accommodate the fragility of the area. 

In fact the Mitigated Negative Declaration looks like a copy job from another area, with no relevance to 
Northeast Los Angeles and with incorrect facts. A full Environmental Impact Report should be required for 
such an extensive change in an undeveloped hillside area with archaeological and historical cultural 
aspects. Part of the area has springs underground. Wildlife is abundant 

Your publication is in the Los Angeles Daily Journal, a business publication hardly relevant to the 
communities in the Northeast Los Angeles Community Plan when many census tracts are considered 
low-mod and eligible for Federal funding in the Department of Urban Development Consolidated Plan. 

You have neglected a Natural Community Conservation Plan and Infrastructure Plans to fit within the 
General Plan. Please be aware that many parts of the community are insured by California Fair Plan, 
because of the risks, yet you take no precautionary planning and put the full risk of the individual property 
owner. 

Please be advised that hillsides move and streets get narrower. Do you really expect development without 
infrastructure first? How about the need for water during this Governor Schwarzenegger declared 
drought? 

Los Angeles, especially Sylmar, just had a major disaster over the weekend due to fires and low water 
pressure. Do you care about the hillsides at all? How do you plan to fight fires in this area with the 
Silverlake Reservoir being unavailable and the streets too narrow for fire equipment? 

Why are you omitting an Infrastructure Plan in this ordinance? You have the fiduciary duty to PLAN, not 
just to pass ordinances. 



Please deny this ordinance and do planning first. Start off with the proper CEQA documents, an 
Environmental Impact Report, not just a Mitigated Negative Declaration. 

Joyce Dillard 
P.O. Box 31377 
Los Angeles, CA 90031 


